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IM-30 & IM-35

Envelopes

Height 85 - 175 mm

Width 140 - 260 mm

Thickness up to 4 mm

Weight 50 - 200 gsm

Speed

IM-30 up to 2,400/hour

IM-35 up to 2,000/hour

Conveyor Belt

Length 1182 mm

Dimensions

Length 996 mm

Width 564 mm

Height 324 mm

Weight 63 kg - 66 kg

Specifications IM-30  IM-35 

Standard Features Neopost-Specific

Large envelope hopper Yes Yes

Full mixed and standard mail capability, 
no sorting required, unique slicing mechanism

Yes Yes

1, 2 or 3 sided opening Yes Yes

No production of scrap paper, 
dust and sharp edges

Yes Yes

Pre-programmed jobs Yes Yes

Document extraction Yes

Stop counter Yes

Batch counter

Operator adjustable speed Yes Yes

Sensor-driven envelope transport Yes

Low noise level Yes Yes

Self explanatory display Yes Yes

Visual content check Yes

Quick, safe and easy access to paper path 
by opening only one cover

Yes Yes

Compact desktop system Yes Yes

Optional Features Neopost-Specific

Electro-mechanical emptiness detection with four 
sensors and alarm-sound, including stop counter

Yes

Conveyor belt (max. 2) Yes Yes

Why Choose Neopost?

Neopost is a global leader in mailing 
solutions, shipping services and digital 
communications. We believe that 
people are the key to business success.  
That's why our products and services are 
tailored to help your organization improve 
the quality of its interactions and bring 
people closer together. 

In this age of multichannel communications, 
we guide and empower you to interact in 
new and innovative ways. We advise you 
on how to create cost-cutting synergies. 
And we deliver global coverage with  
a strong local presence, offering you 
continual support by phone, onsite  
or online.

Today, Neopost is present in 31 countries 
and has a network of partners in  
more than 90 countries. We promote 
responsible business and sustainable 
development through our products  
and outreach programs. And our 6,200 
employees worldwide are committed  
to making your interactions more 
responsive and more powerful – offering 
you a competitive edge that will open 
up a wealth of business opportunities.

Find out more at neopost.com

We’ve Got You Covered

Neopost customer 
support is there  
for you with our 
contact center and 
trained technicians 
who are ready to 
assist you. In fact, 
our dedication 
to providing you  

with world-class customer satisfaction 
is so advanced that we offer automatic 
diagnostics with our product line.  
By uploading systems data, we will  
be alerted if you are having trouble.  
This remote access to your system allows 
us to analyze the situation remotely  
and then fix it accordingly.

We are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 
certified and Neopost offers the highest process, 

quality, safety and environmental standards.
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Handling incoming mail is very important in any  
consuming. Invoices, payments and correspondence 
arrive daily and can easily stack up. 

Automation of this process results in a substantial saving of time so that 
your mail can be distributed earlier. It also reduces the likelihood of errors 
and increases performance. With a Neopost letter-opening system by your 
side, you can make the process of mail opening simpler and much faster. 
The IM-35 even extracts the contents automatically.

 A Fast and Secure Solution for Opening 
and Extracting Your Incoming Mail

Easy-to-Operate

The clear and simple control panel is self-explanatory 
and applications can be changed at the touch of a 
button. The user can concentrate on the core task: 
sorting and distributing incoming mail as fast and 
accurately as possible.

Accessibility

The unique design of the 
IM-30 and IM-35 provides 
quick, easy and safe access to 
the entire envelope path, just 
by opening one cover. Your 
mail is visible and accessible 
during the entire opening or 
extracting process.

Output Optimization

Optional conveyor belts 
enhance the productivity of 
the IM-30 and IM-35: more 
operators can sort and judge 
incoming mail.

Several Operating Modes

The IM-30 and IM-35 have 
several operating modes.
The machine can be operated 
either at an adjustable 
continuous speed or at 
operator pace by using a 
unique sensor-driven 
envelope-transport 
methodology. 

Simple and Effi  cient Opening and Extraction

The IM-30 and IM-35 are built for effi  ciency and are reasonably priced 
for companies or corporate departments. Neopost off ers you a solution 
with a small footprint that perfectly fi ts into an offi  ce environment. 
It opens hundreds of envelopes in just a few minutes, or even extracts 
the contents for more effi  cient routing.

Protecting Your Documents

To ensure that none of your 
important or valuable documents are 
lost during extraction, envelopes are 
sliced on three sides and unfolded
for visual control (standard on IM-35). 
As an option, an electro-mechanical 
document detection with four 
detectors can be delivered.

Slicing Mechanism

An exclusive and patented slicing 
mechanism slices the envelope open 
without cutting anything off . This 
protects against loosing information 
from valuable documents and it 
eliminates the production of dust 
and scrap paper. It also guards 
against sharp paper edges.

Standard And Mixed Mail

Does your incoming mail 
vary in envelope size or is
it homogeneous? The IM-30 
and IM-35 can easily handle 
full mixed and standard 
mail, without changing any 
settings. 

Simply load your envelopes 
and the machine 
automatically feeds and 
opens the envelopes on one, 
two or three sides, or can 
even extract the contents!

Expand Your Possibilities

Extend the IM-30 and IM-35 with conveyor belts and professional 
mailroom furniture and create the ultimate mail processing solution 
for now and the future. 

Full automatic content
extraction on IM-35


